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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Romanian Equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UIC</td>
<td>Unique Identification Code / Fiscal Code</td>
<td>Cod Unic de Identificare / Cod Fiscal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inc. No.</td>
<td>Registration Number in the Trade Register</td>
<td>Numărul de ordine din registrul comerțului</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRL</td>
<td>Limited Liability Company</td>
<td>Societate cu Răspundere Limitată</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>Autonomous Regime</td>
<td>Regie Autonomă</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>Joint-Stock Company</td>
<td>Societate pe Acţiuni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Commercial Company</td>
<td>Societate Comercială</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCA</td>
<td>Joint-Stock Co-operative Company</td>
<td>Societate Cooperatistă pe Acţiuni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCPA</td>
<td>Civilian Professional Law Firm</td>
<td>Societate Civilă Profesională de Avocați</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCOM</td>
<td>Handicraft Co-operative Company</td>
<td>Societate Cooperativă Meșteșugărească</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Business Offer:

“Ideally located right in the heart of Bucharest and just a few minutes’ walk from the Old City, the 4-star Novotel Bucarest City Centre offers not only an exceptional positioning but also a unique blend of classical architecture and modern, functional design.

Novotel offers true living space. Its 242 Novation rooms, 27 executive rooms, 15 suites and 1 presidential suite provide you all the comfort you need, 24 hours a day: modern, sunny and functional, equipped with LCD TV, free Wi-Fi Internet, safe boxes, mini-bar with coffee and tea making machine.

Other facilities include a fully-equipped business center, offering free Internet connection, private secured parking for up to 140 cars, a Wellness Centre with fitness area, Power Plate, massage, indoor swimming pool and hammam.

Whether you are here for business or leisure, you will most certainly enjoy our fine cuisine in the relaxing atmosphere of the Teatro restaurant or savor a cocktail in bar ‘37’.

For any events you may organize with us, the success is guaranteed by a team of dedicated professionals and state-of-the-art technical equipment present in all 8 function rooms.

Weddings offer, winter groups offer for agencies with 20% commission, xmas brochure, Embassies national days offer, presentation of Novotel hotel facilities, benefits for accommodation and meeting rooms.

Click here for more …
Almaterm is a Romanian company located in Constanta, the largest port on the western coast of Black Sea.

The company object is to produce windows and doors, taking into consideration and anticipating the requests and the expectations regarding the supply and maintaining of the quality.

The company motto: “Make your home a work of art!” is the best definition for Almaterm product: a window that has all the following characteristics fulfilled: the best thermal and acoustic insulation, the best security against burglary and also the most pleasant design.

The quality of Almaterm windows and doors is certified by the Autonomous Non-profit Company for Innovations and Quality Control in Building-EMI Hungary, through the grant certifications CE to our products.

We are interested to export our products worldwide.
APMC is your externalised Customer Care Department. Together with APMC you can find out and monitor your customers’ satisfaction and reactivate the “latent” ones, generating new business. “Your most unhappy customers are your greatest source of learning!” (Bill Gates) Only if…you know their opinion and make amends!

APMC is a “warm” agency, focused on tailor-made projects, according to the customer’s needs. It is based on direct contact with your clients, building a close and trustful relationship with your company.

What might you lose if we don’t meet?

- An analytic report about your portfolio status: how many customers return to your company for new purchases and how many migrate to the competition!
- Money, from new potential contracts!
- Loyalty strategies, without buying expensive CRM software!
- The experience of a specialized company!
- The possibility to have your own Customer Care specialized Department!

…and you won’t know:

- WHY you lose customers!
- how to be one step ahead your competitors!
- how to transform your clients in CLIENTS FOR LIFE!
- why your customers migrate to the competition!

APMC keeps your business and your customers together!

Click here for more …
Business Offer:

B-Team Corrosion Protection provides a comprehensive range of corrosion inhibitors, materials, and services for corrosion prevention across various industrial areas. We offer technical solutions for metals, aluminum, and copper corrosion, tested in numerous industrial projects in Romania and other European Union countries. B-Team Corrosion Protection has applied over 30,000 sqm of rubber lining and over 20,000 sqm of other corrosion protection.

Our offerings include complete systems based on rubber lining coatings, synthetic resins, antacid bricks and sandstone, special mortars and screeds, industrial flooring, antacid paint, and plastic components. Antacid products are suitable for the most demanding chemical, thermal, and mechanical conditions, maintaining quality and performance standards.

Additionally, our corrosion protection services include the application of polymer materials linings and coatings, acidproof linings based on titles, bricks, and mortars.

Depending on specific requirements, B-Team Corrosion Protection helps you select the best solution for high performance needs.

With a wide range of resistant materials and lining systems for steel and concrete structures, B-Team Corrosion Protection covers industries such as the chemical and petrochemical industry, power industry, pharmaceutical industry, food industry, mining, pulp and paper, steel and metallurgical industry, water treatment plants, and waste incineration plants.

We continuously evaluate all features related to safety, functionality, usability, durability, and cost. B-Team Corrosion Protection specialists choose the most appropriate materials and application techniques based on comprehensive individual analyses of the specific conditions of your installation (media compositions, concentrations, temperatures).

Click here for more ...
Boromir is one of the leaders of the milling, bakery & confectionary market in Romania, with 10% market share of the milling market.

The Company was founded in 1994 and started with milling as the main activity. The expertise gained over the years in this field, our professionalism and willingness to innovate are the strenghts that allow us to offer to our customers products that meet the highest requirements of quality, safety, tradition and originality.

Our company offers the following products to the clients: Milling products, bakery products, pasta, cookies, expanded cereals, sugary products and pastry products: croissants, brioches, minicakes with various fillings, puff pastry, short dough cookies, traditional cakes with special filling, puff pastry layers for cakes, cake base, lady fingers.

Our website: www.boromir.ro details interesting details related to our entire range of products.

Main Line of Business by NACE Classification:
1061 Manufacture of grain mill products

Contact Person(s):
Cezar POPESCU, Commercial Manager
Adela NICU, Commercial Assistant Manager
Business Offer:

Creditnet Turistik provides rental with driver: coaches and minibus, for our customers, classified cars 3*/4*, and board staff qualified, licensed ARR road passenger transport and international certificate services ISO 9001/2008, quality transport in conditions of maximum safety.

Who wants to enjoy comfort to every kilometer that he travel with our company of coaches will discover the convenience and elegance in all places.

From attractive configuration ceiling, to the seats for luggage, and finishing with compact kitchen and large flat screen, all of these facilities, to the most modern style characterizes the interior space.

You can enjoy the comfort and safety in the following car models that our car park include:

* VANHOOL T9 AND RENAULT - window frames and the back are padded, DVD, bar chairs adjustable sleep, refrigerator, microphone, monitor, lighting, individual air conditioning (A / C), heating, Retarder / Intarder, Navigation, heater - Webasto, cruise control, luggage carrier - 11 m3., W.C, places available 52 +2 +1;

* ISUZU TURQOISE and MERCEDES BENZ SPRINTER (storage enclosed places for luggage, LED lamps, ventilation nozzles, MP3 player, speakers, one box beside the driver for storage objects, places available 28 +1 +1 -Isuzu Turqoise, places available 15 +1 -Mercedes Benz Sprinter.

We also organize tours in the country and abroad, we provide accommodation to tourists at Villa Ambiance of Constanta. For more detailed visit www.divert.ro

Click here for more …
ELCRIS - BV/DNV approved manufacturer of propeller nozzles - different types and sizes up to Ø4000mm with classification and other marine parts. We offer design/technical drawings/3D simulations and NDT and destructive testing.

Also, ELCRIS manufactures other metallic marine parts upon request.

Also, ELCRIS is an authorized distributor for DSH - Dust Suppression System, discharge hopper for bulk materials. An innovative technology produced in New Zealand.

ELCRIS manufactures the OLDS Vertical Elevator for bulk materials.

Our company is open for collaboration in any type of metallic works/structures/constructions.

Click here for more…
Fibrexnylon and Yarnea, both companies part of RadiciGroup since 2000, are located in Romania, Neamt county, on the Industrial Platform Savinesti. The principal activity of Fibrexnylon is distribution of electrical energy.

We have adequate lands and spaces for development of a wide range of industries such as textiles, machineries, chemicals, logistics, etc. These facilities are complemented by an integrated network providing utilities. We refer to electricity, drinking water, industrial water, biological treatment plant, sewerage specific networks hydrants, infrastructure etc. as well as industrial roads and railways which completes the picture of an industrial platform.

As an urban point of view we are positioned within the built-up of Savinesti village, in the industrial area. This is a real advantage in getting the full range of necessary permits establishment and operation of companies, according to Romanian law.

Our area is safe, property security has been provided by the integrated security system consisting of human security and the electronic security. The skills and the cost of labour and can you get provided in area are another strong point.

It's important to know that in the area of industrial platform operates about 30 companies of which 14 are owners and tenants the rest. Total employees working at this companies is approx 2000 people.

We have around 350.000sqm land to build and 40.000sqm building, available for sale and for rent also.

For any information don't hesitate to contact us.

Click here for more …
ICCO Energ is a supplier of electric power, owner of high, medium and low voltage networks and trafo stations and develops its activity in the field of design and execution of low, medium and high voltage installations.

ICCO Energ’s competences are:

- General contractor-ship for electrical installations;
- Lighting systems and airfield lighting;
- Industrial automations;
- Electrical panels manufacturing;
- Building Managements Systems;
- Electrical energy distribution and supply;
- Maintenance and service for high, medium and low voltage networks and transformer stations
  - Design, execution and maintenance of photovoltaic installations, windmills, Smart Grid Concept implementing.
- Design, execution and maintenance of cogeneration stations;
- Design and execution of gas installations;
- feasibility studies; energetic audits.

Click here for more ...
ICMET Craiova is a state owned Research Development and Testing National Institute for Electrical Engineering.

At present, ICMET activity takes place in many directions: testing and certification of low, medium and high voltage electrical equipment, electromagnetic compatibility test and calibrations, electrical safety, research-development in the field of renewable energy and electric power quality, monitoring and diagnosis of electric power equipment, calibration of electric and non-electric quantities, on-site measurements and diagnoses of power transformers, unconventional equipment and technologies, for environment protection inclusively, special electromechanical, pneumatic and hydraulic equipment, research-development in the field of weighing and load limiting installations, authorizations and conformity certifications in electrical engineering field, execution of models, prototypes and small series equipment resulted from research, studies and standardization activities in the competence field, technological transfer of its own research results, delivery of consulting and technical assistance services, electric power audits and analyses, international scientific cooperation.

It is the founder of two non-governmental organizations with the registered office at ICMET: ACER Romanian EMC Association; RTS Romanian Thermoelectricity Society.

ICMET Craiova has testing/certification laboratories accredited by RENAR for: High Voltage Tests; High Power Tests; Electromagnetic Compatibility; Low Voltage; Fire Safety and Environmental Tests; High Currents and Voltages Devices Calibration.

ICMET Craiova has a team of experienced specialists, able to settle promptly and professionally the customers’ requirements.
MA.RA Logistics, MORE THAN TRANSPORT: Customized service, fitted to match your requirements, ROAD, SEA, AIR

Our main business is transporting general goods in Groupage. We collect the goods using the Order Management System, which organizes the transport of goods with the same destination, thus resulting in our clients significantly reducing their costs, in the optimization of the storage space, the efficiency of the transit times and, finally, in reducing the carbon emissions.

1. Global coverage - More than 200 correspondents worldwide through ALPI Group
2. Relevant Experience – 15 years of permanent development of resources and skills
3. Flexibility – Mid-level company that can adapt easily to customers' requirements
4. Specialized Services – Consolidating customized transport solutions
5. Cost Advantage - Having strong partnerships we can guarantee competitive prices

MA.RA LOGISTICS - Transport and logistic services for light industry

- National and International collection and distribution through our more than 200 correspondence from Albini & Pitigliani network
- Specialized in transport of hanging garments
- Transportation of general goods, textiles, accessories, etc.
- Storage and handling services
- Sea freight
- Air freight, express regime
- Customs clearance assistance
Mod-Elle Company SRL has extended its market abroad and is interested to find partners, distributors in the household articles commerce, for all its range of textiles products and finding new markets for sale the products under its brand Cottonissima.

Cottonissima bed linens are made of best natural fabrics, of the highest cotton quality with superior finishes.

Our range of products includes white linens, uni color and printed with exclusive designs from our collections made by the inhouse design studio and following the latest trends in the field.

Our main qualities fabrics are: 100% Cotton Satins, Renforce, Flanell, Seer Sucker, Damasks, as well for contract market different blends like 100% Cotton, Policotton and CVC with constructions from TC 145 to TC 350.

We have the ability to adapt at high demands of hotel textiles and home textiles market, in terms of smaller quantities per design and sizes and we have the capacity to create designs to customer demands.

Below you will find few of our original designs in digital print and rotary print.

Our experience for over 21 years in the textile sector recommend us as a reliable partner.

We will be glad to receive your inquiry and we are at your disposal for detailed presentation and offers.

We cordially invite you to visit us at Heimtextil Fair in Frankfurt Germany on 14.01.2015-17.01.2015, Hall 9.0 Stand B73
Business Offer:

- Industrial CD & DVD replication
- Inserts
- Content management
- Packaging
- Logistics and distribution
- Transport
- Offset and digital print
- Professional assistance
- DTP

Click here for more ...

Main Line of Business by NACE Classification:

1820 Reproduction of recorded media

Contact Person(s):

- Zoltan TUSSAI, Director-General
- Elena RUGINA, Director
- Andrei GHEORGHIU, Director
Business Offer:

Professional services in the industrial property field (patents, trademarks, designs, utility models).

Click here for more …

Main Line of Business by NACE Classification:

9412 Activities of professional membership organisations

Contact Person(s):

Ruxandra MARINESCU, European Patent Attorney
Liliana MOHONEA, European Patent Attorney
Cristian MOHONEA, European Patent Attorney
Business Offer:

By way of introduction, we are the single Romanian company undertaking all stages of collecting, processing, freezing, packing and exporting high quality top-shell meat from Rapana Venoasa / Thomassiana collected by divers and trawlers in the Black Sea during the summer fishing season. Products: Boiled and eviscerated top-shell meat, IQF and packed in 10kg plastic bags, 2x10kg per box.

Frozen whelks in their shell, boiled, IQF and packed in 3kg bags, 5x3kg per box.

Location: Own 2013 purpose-built factory with EU Veterinarian approval No. F-398 and also HACCP Plan. It has the latest high performance freezing and ventilation systems, is internationally certificated and conforms to all required EU standards. All processing is permanently monitored.

Contact: We are always pleased to invite potentially long-term clients to visit our facility near Mangalia and to discuss their requirements with us in detail.

Off-season processing: We would be interested in processing fish and molluscs other than rapana during the December/April off-season and welcome contact with anyone with access to these products and interested in having us process them in any form of joint venture.

Waste products: We are interested in finding buyers for empty shells which could be used in construction processes, or in viscera which has potential uses in both the pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries.

Alina Constantinescu
Business Offer:

• Human Resources - we offer our expertise in:

  A. Recruitment and selection
  1. Internal recruitment  2. External placement  3. Import foreign labor (in Asia) for Romania 4. Staffing  5. Head-Hunting
  B. Advice, Information and Mediation
  C. Evaluation staff / Personnel Administration and Payroll
  D. Human Resources Consulting
  E. Development of job descriptions
  F. Training by NCA accredited courses:
    Human Resources, Environment, Management, English, intermediate level / advanced level, Training courses and specialization: Cook and Chef
  G. Training programs / Team-building
    • Marketing
      - We provide solutions to promote your company's image by activities:
      - Direct marketing - will help you to communicate directly to target benefit from the results obtained.
      - Digital marketing - internet has become the easiest way to promote their services.
      - S.E.O. - A service which aims to improve the volume and quality of traffic to a website.
      - Market Research - tool that provides the necessary information for marketing decision making.
  H. Marketing and Publicity
    Design, layout, construction site, Branding, Event Planning, Sampling, Drop Mailing, Website Management, Email Marketing, etc.
  • Legal Services
    - Establishment of companies (SRL and SA), commercial foundations, non-profit associations. / - Accreditation of any kind, assignments, licenses and approvals.
    1. Creation and modification firms and NGOs / 2. Obtaining various permits / approvals / accreditations necessary activity companies.

Click here for more …
**Business Offer:**

IT&C equipment complete repair
- Mobile phones diagnose, repair or refurbish (authorised by major mobile phones manufacturers);
- Complete repair and refurbish of GPS devices;
- Diagnose, repair and refurbish of Set Top Boxes (SD, HD, HD DVR), Modems and Routers;
- LCD Recovery
- Whole unit repairs of any IT&C equipment on customer demand;
- Bank equipment

**Click here for more...**
Romcarbon is a prestigious brand, recognized on both Romanian and European plastic processing market. We have a tradition of over 50 years in polyethylene, polypropylene, PVC, polystyrene processing, but also in producing filters and breathing protective materials.

In the mid-2012, we have inaugurated a new profit center, called "Plastic compounds and regenerated raw materials"- we are now able to produce Engineered Plastics based on virgin polymers, such as: PP, PA, ABS, PA6, PA6-6 and also regranulated materials, such as r-PP, r-PS, r-ABS.

We currently develop our activity on seven profit centres, our products portfolio containing over 2,000 items of all sizes and types.

We can provide:
- polypropylene bags, fabric and strap
- polystyrene trays- catering, absorbent, standard
- XPS panels
- polyethylene film, covers, bags
- plastic compounds and regenerated raw material
- air, oil, fuel filters for cars and trucks
- breathing protective materials
- PVC road indicators

Right now, all our efforts are heading towards sustainable development in the green industry. We are confident in 2 developments directions; on one hand, we will focus our activity on producing items for the food industry and, in this way, we will keep improving our products; on the other hand, we are heading to another field, namely “green industry” – right now the domain with the biggest impact over the world’s evolution.

The Quality Management System implemented in Romcarbon is certified by the major national and international bodies. Our Quality Management System meets the high standards of ISO 9001:2008. In addition, we are certified ISO 14001:2005 for environmental system. We also have implemented the standard OHSAS 18001: 2007 for occupational health and safety system.

ROMCARBON has all necessary certifications in order to attest the compliance of our packaging with alimentary products, the test analysis revealing the fact that our PE, PS and PP processed items are “heavy-metal free”. Moreover, for PP bags we are certified by LABORDATA – Germany regarding the hazardous substances carriage.

Click here for more …
OLTENIA ENERGY COMPLEX - offer:
- basic energy in the National Energy System - able to provide 30% of the electrical energy consumption of NES;
- safe energy - important role for safety and stability of the NES; the energy production is independent of the weathering;
- performance energy
  - experience in the field of activity;
  - efficient and reliable production process by extending the life of existing production capacities;
- all 13 power units are qualified to provide ancillary services - slow tertiary reserve and fast tertiary reserve;
- 10 power units are qualified to supply secondary control;
- relatively cheap energy - production cost is below average NES
- clean energy - meets all environmental requirements;
- capitalize with maximum efficiency the lignite resources of Oltenia - provide over 90% of the Romanian lignite production.
Business Offer:

SC TANO PROD IMPEX SRL is a company with limited liability founded in 2005, with Romanian private integral social capital.

Sweets Factory "TANO" is located in the village of Remus, com Fratești, county Giurgiu, near the European Road which connects between Romania and Bulgaria through border points Giurgiu-Ruse, in vicinity of Giurgiu municipality and at 55 km by Bucharest.

It stretches over an area of 6320 sqm, from which the built surface is 2750 sqm and total built surface unfolded is 3020 sqm.

The main activity is the manufacture of wafers, rusks and biscuits, cakes and manufacture of preserved pastry products - CAEN 1072.

Another activity that we will perform is the manufacture of bread.

The company's strategy includes several types of business opportunities:

- association with a company for business development;
- accessing the Structural Funds for diversification of production;
- taking over the management of the company;
- sale of business.

For any informations our contact details are:

phone. Head office: +40 346/100 360 Fax: +40 346/100 361 e-mail contact@stubeanu.ro, phone: 40 732/320000, 40732320012.
We like to think at a big level. We are BRAINAGEMENT, the brand dedicated to the consultancy in executive management. We support companies in various fields in creating, developing and implementing business strategies.

Our management consulting services are carefully designed so that to offer to our customers a high level of performance and be the best support in finding new sources of profitable growth. Develop appropriate strategies for each partner so from market entry, business planning, setting goals, modeling processes, to prepare carefully each step to SUCCESS.

Integrity, intelligence and energy are core values for BRAINAGEMENT. We like to be curious, to innovate and enjoy our customers and partners SUCCESS. If you are looking for a business idea or want to invest intelligently, BRAINAGEMENT is the perfect partner. We offer more than management consulting, we offer performance management so the customer has become a reliable partner for long term. Develop your department as sales, logistics, develop your team, provide company management or just for a department so to fulfill the wishes of shareholders. Whether you have a family business or you are a regional or multinational company, BRAINAGEMENT is ideal Smart solution for the companies which want IMAGE and PROFIT.

We handle with care:

- Opening facilities in Romania (company, branch)/ Consulting in business development strategies in Romania market
- Marketing Consulting/ Coordination / close collaboration consultancy contracts for outsourced services by type: accountancy, juridical services, human resources, as required/ Consulting hiring necessary staff
- Market analysis in the field in which the business is: key partners, competitors, potential customers, suppliers, and so on/ Business Management over a commonly agreed time/ Analysis- Diagnosis of the existing situation
- Identification of existing problems and proposing solutions to solve them in the current economic environment (market research, marketing plan and communication plan)
- Development Strategy Development for a period mutually agreed with the client
Business Offer:

The main products and services offered by the company:

- Urban and garden furniture
- Metallic constructions
- CNC and classical metalworking
- DIES & MOULDS, injection moulds, jigs, fixtures etc.
- Precision metal cutting with CNC plasma and gas cutting machine
- Punching and cupping metal plate parts
- Domestic and international transport services

Click here for more …
The Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Romania – The National Chamber – is a nongovernmental, independent, non-profit, public utility organization, with legal identity, intended to represent, support and defend the general interests of the business community in Romania. The National Chamber has the role to promote and pursue the development of industry, commerce, services and agriculture, in line with market economy requirements.

The Romanian Chamber System consists in:

- The National Chamber which is the representation vector of the Chamber System;
- The County Chambers of Commerce and Industry and Bucharest Municipality;
- The Bilateral Chambers.

National Chamber – Role and activity

The National Chamber is the most important representative organization of the Romanian business environment and holds a key role in promoting the interests of the Chambers System, as well as of the Romanian business community.
**Strong Representative Organization**

The National Chamber collaborates with over 50 national public, central and local institutions, being a voice within:

- Governmental committees and working groups;
- Parliament, Government and Presidency consultative organizations.

The National Chamber collaborates with over 170 organizations worldwide and is an active, rightful member of the following international representative organizations:

- ICC – The International Chamber of Commerce;
- Eurochambers – The Association of European Chambers of Commerce and Industry;
- ABC – The Association of Balkans Chambers of Commerce and Industry;
The National Chamber – Unique National Services

Issuing Certificates of Origin

The Certificates of Origin are international trade documents certifying the country of origin of the shipped goods, meaning the country in which they were actually produced.

The Certificates of Origin are important for the classification of goods according to the Customs Tariff of the importing country and thus to determine / calculate the amount of owed duties.

Issuing ATA Carnets

ATA is an acronym combining the French and English phrases "Admission Temporaire / Temporary Admission."

ATA Carnet is an international document, issued by the 67 affiliated countries, which allows the owner, to temporary (up to one year) import goods without payment of normally applicable duties and taxes, including value-added taxes. The Carnet eliminates the need to purchase temporary import bonds, simplifies border crossing procedures, using a single document and allowing the visitation of several countries during the same trip.

ATA Carnet is a passport for the following goods commercial samples; exhibits for trade fairs, exhibitions, shows, demonstrations and other special promotional events, professional equipment (artistic events, sports, technical).

Endorsement certificates for international trade

The National Chamber may issue, upon request, necessary documents for international trade (invoices, phytosanitary certificates, EUR 1 certificates, export certificates etc.). This service is particularly necessary for international trade documents signed with partners from non-signatory states of the Hague Convention in 1961 on simplifying the over legalization of the documents that are to be used abroad.

Endorsement attesting Force Majeure circumstances

The Force Majeure event is an unpredictable and unavoidable circumstance, that effectively and without any fault prevents the debtor, to execute its contractual obligation. The National Chamber is the organization empowered by law to issue endorsement certificates attesting Force Majeure circumstances. The existence of the case of force majeure exonerates of contractual responsibility the debtor/professionals.
Signature certification

The National Chamber is the organization empowered by law to issue Signature Certifications for the companies’ legal representatives, applied on its official documents.

- can only certify the signatures issued by the legal representatives of the applicant company;
- can only certify the signatures on original documents;
- certifies signature, not the content of documents;
- cannot certify legal representatives whose mandate expired;
- cannot certify for companies being radiated, in liquidation or in administration ending with insolvency proceedings.

Operator of the Electronic Archive of Secured Transactions (AEGRM)

The National Chamber is authorized by the Ministry of Justice to operate the Electronic Archive of Secured Transactions (AEGRM), having qualified and well trained staff with expertise in this field

Electronic Archive of Secured Transactions (AEGRM) is a computerized registry, organized into a single database, through which one may legally advertise about the juridical liaisons that guarantee of civil and commercial obligations.

In the archive one can sign with movable secured claims and other types of juridical documents such as assignment of debt, conditional sales, leases, contracts, consignment etc.

The National Chamber offers the following services:

- Registration of the security advices in the electronic archive;
- Specialized consultancy;
- Search and copying services from the electronic archive database;
- Release upon request certified copies of entries in the archive.
The National Chamber – Chamber System and Business Community Services

Domestic and International Business Information

Through the National Business Information System of the Romanian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (www.snia.ro), managed by the National Center for Business Information, from the Chamber Representation Division, information provided by the members of the Chamber System and partner organizations and institutions of the National Chamber, is offered:

✓ Romanian and foreign companies:
  o Financial data;
  o Supplies and demands of
    § products,
    § services,
    § cooperation,
    § investment projects,
  o Tenders
✓ National and international events:
  o Fairs and exhibitions, trade missions, forums, conferences, seminars, workshops.

Promoting the Romanian Companies

The Electronic Catalogue “Pro Business Romania”, issued yearly, presents financial and commercial information on more than 50000 Romanian companies in all areas (CD version, in Romanian and English).

The “National Top of Companies” Catalogue is issued yearly, both in print and CD, with information on over 6000 companies ranked in the National Top of Companies. The classification is made considering rigorous financial indicators, by field of activity and enterprise size. It is the most well known ranking of companies achieved by the Chambers of Commerce and Industry of Romania.

The monthly electronic newsletter InfoBulletin presents Romanian business opportunities for the foreign companies, being distributed to more than 400 key business support organizations from all over the world: centres of trade and investments promotion, Romania's embassies abroad, foreign embassies at Bucharest, Chambers of Commerce and professional associations abroad, thus reaching thousands of companies that are related with them.
Studies and position papers

The National Chamber participates through contributions of the Romanian Chamber System to studies, position papers, brochures developed at European level through regional and international bodies of which is a member: Eurochambres (Association of European Chambers of Commerce), ICC (International Chamber of Commerce), BSEC - BC (Black Sea Economic Cooperation Business Council), ABC (Association of Balkan Chambers).

European Projects

The National Chamber identifies the opportunities for participation within EU funded projects, in transnational consortia, relevant to the Chamber System in Romania.

Regarding the external relations, the National Chamber:

- Protects and promotes the economic interests of the Chamber System and of the business community on external level in relation with the international economic organizations homologous and other economic entities;
- Generate initiatives on international level to enhance external relations of the Romanian Chamber System;
- Represents the interests of the Romanian business environment in the relevant European and Euro-Atlantic organizations and develop strategic partnerships with them;
- Initiates and negotiates agreements for international economic cooperation for the benefit of the Chamber System and the business community in Romania;
- Monitoring the ongoing international cooperation and initiate the conclusion of new agreements in consultation with members of the Romanian Chamber System.
- Promotes investment opportunities for the Romanian business community and disseminates Romanian investment projects thru the National Chambers of Commerce network with which has cooperation agreements. Activities in this regard include:

✓ Documenting, processing and dissemination of investment information:

  o The investment framework of Romania (national, regional and local level) and of foreign countries (economic and legal information, elements of investment development);
  o Supply and demand of domestic and foreign investments (joint venture, technology transfer and know-how, subcontracting, licensing, franchising, cooperation in research and development);

✓ Providing support services and organizing meetings of potential investment partners - Romanian or foreign – through the County Chambers of Commerce and Industry.

Organizing national and international events:

✓ National Top of Companies annual Gala;
✓ The annual reception in the honor of the CD accredited to Bucharest;
✓ Forums, trade missions, fairs and exhibitions - at home and abroad;
✓ Conferences, congresses, seminars, courses and workshops in the halls and auditoriums of the Palace of the National Chamber – providing complete packages of services: technical support, catering, translation, secretarial, book accommodations, special assistance.
Own Media Products

NATIONAL CHAMBER’S INTEGRATED MEDIA MIX

Print:

The Official Bulletin (quarterly). A three months retrospective of the entire Chambers System. The Bulletin is edited through a joint effort of all the Chamber System members. It is free distributed to the Presidency, Romanian and foreign embassies, to the National Chamber collaborators.

Electronic:

e-Info Business newsletter (weekly). Contains up-to-date information about the National Chamber’s, its members and partners activity. The newsletter is distributed to more than 3000 subscribers like private companies, public administration and media.
The Court of International Commercial Arbitration

Is a permanent arbitration institution having its own arbitral procedures rules: Regulations on the Organization and Operation of the Court, respectively Regulations on the Court Board Organization.

 ✓ **Arbitration** for the settlement of domestic and international commercial or civil disputes, by either institutionalized arbitration or ad hoc, its jurisdiction being based on the agreement concluded by businesses in their contracts (the arbitration clause) or by a subsequent act (compromise);

 ✓ **The Arbitral Verdict** can be invested, at request, with executor formula, by the Court of Arbitration;

 ✓ **Procedures consultancy** is provided free of charge by the specialists of the Arbitration Court at its offices, by any type of correspondence (phone, post, fax, e-mail);

 ✓ **International co-operation** with similar institutions and organizations from other countries, for the purpose of establishing and developing collaboration. Participation in and organizing of international conferences, meetings, forums and seminars;

 ✓ **Study and research** of the international arbitration legislation and of the law applicable to the disputes;

 ✓ **Co-operation with the other Arbitration Courts** within the Chamber System for promoting arbitration and in case law.
Romanian Business School of the Chambers of Commerce (SRAF)

Romanian Business School (SRAF) of the Chambers of Commerce and Industry of Romania is the exponent of the business people from Romania in matters of vocational education.

The SRAF mission is to ensure professional success in a changing environment, responding to the adaptive training needs of the Chamber System and of the business community in Romania. The school goals are aimed at promoting a European standard system of training thru the 34 county offices.

What we offer?

To promote excellence in adult vocational training;
- Continuous professional training courses and authorized programs to grant certificates of graduation which are recognized nationally and internationally;
- Adoption, promotion and integration of European policy in vocational training by attracting highly qualified specialists;
- To develop a competitive profile and active labor market integration of young people and promote entrepreneurship.

Permanently concerned with the business environment training in Romania, SRAF provides continuous professional training courses and authorized programs, seminars and workshops on important current issues to the business community in Romania:

- Trainer of trainers
- Coaching
- Project Managers
- Performance Management
- Entrepreneurial Skills
- Courses for personal development
- Business skills
- Training of mediators
- HR Analyst
- HR Inspector
- HR Manager

The Romanian Business School currently runs as a partner the POSDRU project – S.C.O.R - "Opportunities for the rural community", together with the Bucharest Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
Database having **50000 Romanian companies in all fields** (Top companies ranked by the Chambers of Commerce in Romania; Members of the Chambers of Commerce in Romania).

- **Allows 14 single/multiple selection criteria** based on a powerful search engine.
- **Export of selected information in various formats** (Microsoft Excel, Access), HTML, Microsoft Word, TXT.
- **Fairs & Exhibitions Directory organised by the Romanian Chamber System and Romexpo SA in 2014.**
- **List of the Foreign Companies Representative Offices in Romania.**

**Main selection** criteria based on a powerful search engine are: company's name; legal form; county; town; line of business-NACE code (Rev.2); turnover; gross profit; equity; number of employees; key words.

**Main information on each company profile:** company's name, VAT code, address, line of business, equity, number of employees, turnover, gross profit and where available: phones, fax, e-mail, website, contact person. Financial information is based on fiscal year 2013 balance sheet.

**How can you buy it?**

1. **By online order form**
2. **By phone order** at +4021-319.01.63
3. **By direct acquisition** from the CCIR's head office.

**How can you pay it?**

- Via bank transfer in the bank account of CCIR no. RO79RZBR 0000 0600 0240 7966, opened with Raiffeisen Bank Romania SMB; SWIFT: RZBROBHU; **BANK CODE: 302411004**; The Tax code of CCIR is **RO 2842250**. Please send a copy of your bank order to fax: +4021-311.21.10. The CD-ROM will be delivered to you via Romanian Postal service within 3 days, as soon as we receive your order and a copy of the payment document.
- **In cash, at CCIR’s pay office**, 4th floor, 3rd wing, 2 Octavian Goga Blvd., 3rd district, 030982 Bucharest, Romania.

**Online payment** (click here)

**For payment by bank transfer complete the following form** (click here)

**More information:**

The Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Romania  
Business Information Office  
Phone: +4021-319.01.63  
Fax: +4021-319.01.56  
E-mail: calin.tatomir@ccir.ro
Romania country profile

Romania, in southeast Europe, is mountainous in the north while the main feature in the south is the vast Danube valley. The river forms a delta as it approaches the Black Sea, which is a wildlife reserve for countless native and migratory birds.

The Romanian parliament consists of two chambers, the Senat (Senate), which has 140 members, and the Camera Deputaților (Chamber of Deputies), which has 345 members. The members of both chambers are chosen in elections held every four years.

Ethnically, the population is 90% Romanian and 7% Hungarian. The Romanian language, like a number of others in southern Europe, is directly descended from Latin, although Romania is separated from other Romance-language countries by Slav speakers. Romania has considerable natural resources – oil, natural gas, coal, iron, copper and bauxite. Metal-working, petrochemicals and mechanical engineering are the main industries.

Romanian specialities include grilled meatballs, pork stew with garlic and onions and doughnuts made with cream and cheese.

The spine-chilling tale of Dracula is based on the 15th century Romanian Count Vlad Dracul whose son was famous in wartime for impaling captured enemies. Well-known Romanians include the writer Eugene Ionesco, the gymnast Nadia Comaneci and the composer George Enesco.

Official name: Romania
Area (km²): 237 500
Population: 20.02 million (2013)
Capital: Bucharest
National holiday: 01 December
Currency: Romanian Leu
Date of joining European Union: 01 January 2007
Head of state: Traian Basescu; since 2004, reelected in December 2009
Head of government: Prime Minister Victor-Viorel Ponta, since 7 May 2012
GDP (billion €): 139.400 (2013 est.)
GDP per capita in PPS: € 6969 (2013 est.)
Real growth rate of GDP: 0.7% (2012)
Unemployment rate: 7.1% (2013, dec.)
Public debt (mill. €): 53.7 (2013)

Source: National Institute of Statistics, Eurostat; The World Factbook
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